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Dominane Constraints with Set OperatorsDenys Duhier and Joahim NiehrenProgramming Systems Lab, Universit�at des Saarlandes Saarbr�ukenAbstrat. Dominane onstraints are widely used in omputational lin-guistis as a language for talking and reasoning about trees. In this paper,we extend dominane onstraints by admitting set operators. We presenta solver for dominane onstraints with set operators, whih is based onpropagation and distribution rules, and prove its soundness and om-pleteness. From this solver, we derive an implementation in a onstraintprogramming language with �nite sets and prove its faithfullness.1 IntrodutionThe dominane relation of a tree is the anestor relation between its nodes.Logial desriptions of trees via dominane were investigated in omputer sienesine the beginning of the sixties, for instane in the logis (W)SkS [15, 16℄. Inomputational linguistis, the importane of dominane based tree desriptionsfor deterministi parsing was disovered at the beginning of the eighties [9℄. Sinethen, tree desriptions based on dominane onstraints have beome inreasinglypopular [14, 1℄. Meanwhile, they are used for tree-adjoining and D-tree grammars[17, 13, 3℄, for underspei�ed representation of sope ambiguities in semantis [12,4℄ and for underspei�ed desriptions of disourse struture [5℄.A dominane onstraint desribes a �nite tree by onjuntions of literals withvariables for nodes. A dominane literal xC�y requires x to denote one of theanestors of the denotation of y. A labeling literal x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) expresses thatthe node denoted by x is labeled with symbol f and has the sequene of hildrenreferred to by x1; : : : ; xn. Solving dominane onstraints is an essential servierequired by appliations in e.g. semantis and disourse. Even though satis�a-bility of dominane onstraints is NP-omplete [8℄, it appears that dominaneonstraints ourring in these appliations an be solved rather eÆiently [2, 7℄.For a typial appliation of dominane onstraints in semanti underspei�-ation of sope we onsider the sentene: every yogi has a guru. This sentene issemantially ambiguous, even though its syntati struture is uniquely deter-mined. The trees in Figure 1 speify both meanings: either there exists a ommonguru for every yogi, or every yogi has his own guru. Both trees (and thus mean-ings) an be represented in an underspei�ed manner through the dominaneonstraint in Figure 2.In this paper, we propose to extend dominane onstraints by admittingset operators: union, intersetion, and omplementation an be applied to therelations of dominane C� and inverse dominane B�. Set operators ontributea ontrolled form of disjuntion and negation that is eminently well-suited for



exists �guru � forall �yogi � has � forall �yogi � exists �guru � has �Fig. 1. Sets of trees represent sets of meanings.forall � x0yogi � x1 � x2 exists � y0guru � y1has � z � y2 x0:forall(x1; x2) ^y0:exists(y1; y2) ^x1:yogi ^ x2C�z ^y1:guru ^ y2C�z ^z:hasFig. 2. A single tree desription as underspei�ed representation of all meanings.onstraint propagation while less expressive than general Boolean onnetives.Set operators allow to express proper dominane, disjointness, nondisjointness,nondominane, and unions thereof. Suh a rih set of relations is important forspeifying powerful onstraint propagation rules for dominane onstraints aswe will argue in the paper.We �rst present a system of abstrat saturation rules for propagation anddistribution, whih solve dominane onstraints with set operators. We illus-trate the power of the propagation rules and prove soundness, ompleteness,and termination in nondeterministi polynomial time. We then derive a on-rete implementation in a onstraint programming language with �nite sets [11,6℄ and prove its faithfulness to the abstrat saturation rules. The resulting solveris not only well suited for formal reasoning but also improves in expressiveness onthe saturation based solver for pure dominane onstraints of [8℄ and produessmaller searh trees than the earlier set based implementation of [2℄ beause itrequires less expliit solved forms. For omitted proofs, we globally refer to theextended version of this paper available from http://www.ps.uni-sb.de/Papers/.2 Dominane ConstraintsWe �rst de�ne tree strutures and then dominane onstraints with set operatorswhih are interpreted in the lass of tree strutures. We assume a signature �of funtion symbols ranged over by f; g; : : :, eah of whih is equipped with anarity ar(f) � 0. Constants { funtion symbols of arity 0 { are ranged over bya; b. We assume that � ontains at least one onstant and one symbol of arity atleast 2. We are interested in �nite onstrutor trees that an be seen as groundterms over � suh as f(g(a; b)) in Fig. 3.We de�ne an (unlabeled) tree to be a �nite direted graph (V;E). V is a �nitesets of nodes ranged over by u; v; w, and E � V � V is a �nite set of edges. Thein-degree of eah node is at most 1; eah tree has exatly one root, i.e. a nodewith in-degree 0. We all the nodes with out-degree 0 the leaves of the tree.2



f �g �a � b �Fig. 3. f(g(a; b))A (�nite) onstrutor tree � is a triple (V;E; L) onsist-ing of a tree (V;E), and labelings L : V ! � for nodes andL : E ! N for edges, suh that any node u 2 V has exatlyone outgoing edge with label k for eah 1 � k � ar(�(�)),and no other outgoing edges. We draw onstrutor treesas in Fig. 3, by annotating nodes with their labels and ordering the edges byinreasing labels from left to right. If � = (V;E; L), we write V� = V , E� = E,L� = L.De�nition 1. The tree struture M� of a �nite onstrutor tree � over � isthe �rst-order struture with domain V� whih provides the dominane relationC�� and a labeling relation of arity ar(f) + 1 for eah funtion symbol f 2 �.These relations are de�ned suh that for all u; v; u1; : : : ; un 2 V� :uC��v i� there is a path from u to v with egdes in E� ;u:f� (v1; : : : ; vn) i� L� (u) = f; ar(f) = n; and L(u; vi) = i for all 1 � i � nWe onsider the following set operators on binary relations: inversion �1, union[, intersetion \, and omplementation :. We write B�� for the inverse of dom-inane C�� , equality =� for the intersetion C�� \ B�� , inequality 6=� for theomplement of equality, proper dominane C+� as dominane but not equality,B+� for the inverse of proper dominane, and disjointness ?� for :C�� \:B�� .Most importantly, the following partition holds in all tree strutures M� .V� � V� = ℄f=� ;C+� ;B+� ;?�gThus, all relations that set operators an generate from dominane C�� have theform [fr� j r 2 Rg for some set of relation symbols R � f=;C+;B+;?g.For de�ning the onstraint language, we let x; y; z range over an in�nite set ofnode variables. A dominane onstraints with set operators ' has the followingabstrat syntax (that leaves set operators impliit).' ::= x R y j x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) j ' ^ '0 j falsewhereR � f=;C+;B+;?g is a set of relation symbols and n = ar(f). Constraintsare interpreted in the lass of tree strutures over �. For instane, a onstraintx f=;?g y expresses that the nodes denoted by x and y are either equal or liein disjoint subtrees. In general, a set R of relation symbols is interpreted in M�as the union [fr� j r 2 Rg.We write Vars(') for the set of variables ourring in '. A solution of aonstraint ' onsists of a tree struture M� and a variable assignment � :Vars(') ! V� . We write (M� ; �) j= ' if all onstraints of ' are satis�ed by(M� ; �) in the usual Tarskian sense. For onveniene we admit syntati sugarand allow to write onstraints of the form xSy where S is a set expression:S ::= R j = j C� j B� j = j 6= j C+ j B+ j ? j :S j S1 [ S2 j S1 \ S2 j S�1Clearly, every set expression S an be translated to a set R of relation symbolsdenoting the same relation. In all tree strutures, x:S y is equivalent to : x S yand x S1 [ S2 y to x S1 y _ x S2 y. Thus our formalism allows a ontrolled formof negation and disjuntion without admitting full Boolean onnetives.3



Propagation Rules:(Clash) x;y ! false(Dom:Re) ' ! xC�x (x ours in ')(Dom:Trans) xC�y ^ yC�z ! xC�z(Eq:Deom) x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) ^ y:f(y1; : : : ; yn) ^ x=y ! Vni=1 xi=yi(Lab:Ineq) x:f(: : :) ^ y:g(: : :) ! x6=y if f 6= g(Lab:Disj) x:f(: : : ; xi; : : : ; xj ; : : :) ! xi?xj where 1 � i < j � n(Lab:Dom) x:f(: : : ; y; : : :) ! xC+y(Inter) xR1y ^ xR2y ! xRy if R1\R2 � R(Inv) xRy ! yR�1x(Disj) x?y ^ yC�z ! x?z(NegDisj) xC�z ^ yC�z ! x:?y(Child:up) xC�y ^ x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) ^Vni=1 xi:C�y ! y=xDistribution Rules:(Distr:Child) xC�y ^ x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) ! xiC�y _ xi:C�y (1 � i � n)(Distr:NegDisj) x:?y ! xC�y _ x:C�yFig. 4. Saturation rules D of the Base Solver3 A Saturation AlgorithmWe now present a solver for dominane onstraints with set operators. First, wegive a base solver whih saturates a onstraint with respet to a set of propa-gation and distribution rules, and prove soundness, ompleteness, and termina-tion of saturation in nondeterministi polynomial time. Seond, we add optionalpropagation rules, whih enhane the propagation power of the base solver.The base solver is spei�ed by the rule shemes in Figure 4. Let D be the(in�nite) set of rules instantiating these shemes. Eah rule is an impliationbetween a onstraint and a disjuntion of onstraints. We distinguish propagationrules '1 ! '2 whih are deterministi and distribution rules '1 ! '2_'3 whihare nondeterministi.Proposition 1 (Soundness). The rules of D are valid in all tree strutures.The inferene system D an be interpreted as a saturation algorithm whihdeides the satis�ability of a onstraint. A propagation rule '1!'2 applies toa onstraint ' if all atomi onstraints in '1 belong to ' but at least one ofthe atomi onstraints in '2 does not. In this ase, saturation proeeds with' ^ '2. A distribution rule '1!'2 _ '3 applies to a onstraint ' if both rules'1!'2 and '1!'3 ould be applied to '. In this ase, one of these two rulesis non-deterministially hosen and applied. A onstraint is alled D-saturatedif none of the rules in D an be applied to it.Proposition 2 (Termination). The maximal number of iterated D-saturationsteps on a onstraint is polynomially bounded in the number of its variables.4



Proof. Let ' be a onstraint with m variables. Eah D-saturation step adds atleast one new literal to '. Only a O(m2) literals an be added sine all of themhave the form xRy where x; y 2 Vars(') and R has 16 possible values.�� �� zx1 x2xfFig. 5. (Neg.Disj)Next, we illustrate prototypial inonsistenies and howD-saturation detets them. We start with the onstraintx:f(x1; x2) ^ x1C�z ^ x2C�z in Fig. 5 whih is unsatis-�able sine siblings annot have a ommon desendant.Indeed, the disjointness of the siblings x1?x2 an bederived from (Lab.Disj) whereas x1:?x2 follows from (NegDisj) sine x1 and x2have the ommon desendant z. f � xb � y a � x1Fig. 6. (Distr.Child)To illustrate the �rst distribution rule, we onsiderthe unsatis�able onstraint x:f(x1) ^ xC�y ^ x1:a ^y:b in Fig. 6 where a 6= b. We an deide the positionof y with respet to x by applying rule (Distr.Child)whih either adds x1C�y or x1:C�y. (1) If x1:C�y isadded, propagation with (Child.up) yields x=y. As x and y arry distint labels,rule (Lab.Ineq) adds x6=y. Now, we an dedue x;y by interseting equality andinequality (Inter). Thus, the (Clash) rule applies. (2) If x1C�y is added then(Child.up) yields x1=y whih again lashes beause of distint labels.� zf � x g � yFig. 7. (Distr.NegDisj)The seond distribution rules helps detet the in-onsisteny of x:f(z) ^ y:g(z) in Fig 7 where f 6=g. In a�rst step one an infer from (Lab.Dom) that xC+z andyC+z. As the (Inter) rule allows to weaken relations, wealso have xC�z and yC�z, i.e. x:?y by (NegDisj), sothat (Distr.NegDisj) an dedue either xC�y or x:C�y. Consider the ase xC�y,from yC+z derive z:C�y by (Inv, Inter), and (Child.up) infers y=x resulting ina lash due to the distint labels. Similarly for the other ase.De�nition 2. A D-solved form is a D-saturated onstraint without false.f � x1� x4� x5 � x6 � x2� x3Fig. 8. D-solved formThe intuition is that a D-solved form has a bak-bone whih is a dominane forest, i.e. a forest withhild and dominane edges. For instane, Fig 8 showsthe dominane forest underlying x1:f(x4) ^ x4C�x5 ^x4C�x6 ^ x2C�x3 ^ x5?x6 whih beomes D-solvedwhen D-propagation.We would like to note that the set based solver for dominane onstraintsof [2℄ insists on more expliit solved forms: for eah two variables, one of therelations f=;C+;B+;?g must be seleted. For the dominane forest in Fig. 8,this leads to 63 expliit solutions instead of a single D-solved form. The situationis even worse for the formula x1C�x2 ^ x2C�x3 ^: : :^ xn�1C�xn. This onstraintan be deterministially D-solved by D-propagation whereas the implementationof [2℄ omputes a searh tree of size 2n.Proposition 3 (Completeness). Every D-solved form has a solution.5



(Child:down) xC+y ^ x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) ^Vni=1;i6=j xi:C�y ! xjC�y(NegDom) x?y ^ y:?z ! x:C�z(Dom:Ineq) xC�y1 ^ y1C+y2 ^ y2C�z ! x6=z(Child:Ineq) x6=y ^ x:f(: : : ; x0; : : :) ^ y:g(: : : ; y0; : : :) ! x0 6=y0(Parent:Ineq) xC+z ^ y:f(: : : ; z; : : :) ! xC�yFig. 10. Some Optional Propagation Rules O g � xrootf � x1g � x4a � x5 a � x6f � x2a � x3Fig. 9. A solution.
The proof is given in the Setion 4. The idea foronstruting a solution of a D-solved form is to turn itsunderlying dominane forest into a tree, by adding la-bels suh that dominane hildren are plaed at disjointpositions whenever possible. For instane, a solution ofthe dominane forest in Fig. 8 is drawn in Fig. 9. Notethat this solution does also satisfy x5?x6 whih be-longs to the above onstraint but not to its dominane forest. This solution isobtained from the dominane forest in Fig. 8 by adding a root node and nodelabels by whih all dominane edges are turned into hild edges.Theorem 1. Saturation by the inferene rules in D deides the satis�ability ofa dominane onstraint with set operators in non-deterministi polynomial time.Proof. Let ' be a dominane onstraint with set operators. Sine all rules inD are sound (Proposition 1) and terminate (Proposition 2), ' is equivalent tothe disjuntion of all D-solved forms reahable from ' by non-deterministi D-saturation. Completeness (Proposition 3) yields that ' is satis�able i� thereexists a D-solved reahable from '.We an redue the searh spae of D-saturation by adding optional propaga-tion rules O. Taking advantage of set operators, we an de�ne rather powerfulpropagation rules. The shemes in Fig 10, for instane, exploit the omplemen-tation set operators, and are indeed supported by the set based implementationof Setion 6. We illustrate O in the situation below whih arises naturally whenresolving sope ambiguities as in Figure 2.x:f(x1; x2) ^ y:g(y1; y2) ^ x2C�z ^ y1C�z ^ xC�y f � x� x1 � x2 g � y� y1� z � y2We derive xC+y by (Lab.Ineq,Inter), x1?x2 by (Lab.Disj), and x2:?y by (Dom.Trans,NegDisj). We ombine the latter two using optional rule (NegDom) intox1:C�y. Finally, optional rule (Child.down) yields x2C�y whereby the situationis resolved.4 Completeness ProofWe now prove Proposition 3 whih states ompleteness in the sense that everyD-solved form is satis�able. We proeed in two steps. First, we identify simple6



D-solved forms and show that they are satis�able (Proposition 4). Then we showhow to extend every D-solved form into a simple D-solved form by adding furtheronstraints (Proposition 5).De�nition 3. A variable x is labeled in ' if x=y in ' and y:f(y1; : : : ; yn) in 'for some variable y and term f(y1; : : : ; yn). A variable y is a root variable for 'if yC�z in ' for all z 2 Vars('). We all a onstraint ' simple if all its variablesare labeled, and if there is a root variable for '.Proposition 4. A simple D-solved form is satis�able.Proof. By indution on the number of literals in a simple D-solved form '. 'has a root variable z. Sine all variables in ' are labeled there is a variable z0and a term f(z1; : : : ; zn) suh that z=z0 ^ z0:f(z1; : : : ; zn) 2 '. We pose:V = fx 2 Vars(') j x=z 2 'g and Vi = fx 2 Vars(') j ziC�x 2 'gfor all 1 � i � n. To see that Vars(') is overed by V [V1[: : :[Vn, let x 2 Vars(')suh that ziC�x =2 ' for all 1 � i � n. Saturation with (Distr.Child) deriveseither ziC�x or zi:C�x; but ziC�x 62 ' by assumption, therefore zi:C�x 2 'for all 1 � i � n. (Child.up) infers z=x 2 ', i.e. x 2 V . For a set W � Vars(')we de�ne 'jW to be the onjuntion of all literals  2 ' with Vars( ) �W .' j=j '0 holds where '0 =def 'jV ^ z:f(z1; : : : ; zn) ^ 'jV1 ^ : : : ^ 'jVn' j= '0 follows from '0 � '. To show '0 j= ' we prove that eah literal in ' isentailed by '01. Case x:g(x1; : : : ; xm) 2 ' for some variable x and term g(x1; : : : ; xm): If x 2Vi, i.e. ziC�x 2 ' for some 1 � i � n then x:g(x1; : : : ; xm) 2 'jVi sine ' issaturated under (Lab.Dom, Dom.Trans). Otherwise x 2 V , i.e. z=x 2 ', andthus z=x 2 'jV . Sine ' is lash free and saturated under (Lab.Ineq,Clash),f=g and n=m must hold. Saturation with respet to (Eq.Deom) implieszi=xi 2 ' for all 1 � i � n and hene zi=xi 2 'jVi . All together, theright hand side '0 ontains z=x ^ z:f(z1; : : : ; zn) ^ ^ni=1zi=xi whih entailsx:g(x1; : : : ; xm) as required.2. Case xRy 2 ' for some variables x; y and relation set R � f=;C+;B+;?g.Sine x; y 2 V [ V1 [ : : : [ Vn we distinguish 4 possibilities:(a) x 2 Vi, y 2 Vj , where 1 � i 6= j � n. Here, x?y 2 ' by saturation under(Lab.Disj, Inv, Disj). Clash-freeness and saturation under (Inter, Clash)yield ? 2 R. Finally, '0 entails zi?zj and thus x?y whih in turn entailsxRy.(b) When x; y 2 V (resp. Vi), by de�nition xRy 2 'jV (resp. 'jVi)() x 2 V and y 2 Vi. Here, xC+y 2 ' by saturation under (Lab.Dom,Dom.Trans). Thus C+ 2 R by saturation under (Inter, Clash) and lash-freeness of '. But '0 entails zC+zi and thus xC+y whih in turn entailsxRy.(d) The ase x 2 V and y 2 Vi is symmetri to the previous one.7



Next note that all 'jVi are simple D-solved forms. By indution hypothesis thereexist solutions (M�i ; �i) j= 'jVi for all 1 � i � n. Thus (Mf(�1;:::;�n); �) is asolution of ' if �jVi = �i and �(x) = �(z) is the root node of f(�1; : : : ; �n) forall x 2 V . utAn extension of a onstraint ' is a onstraint of the form ' ^ '0 for some'0. Given a onstraint ' we de�ne a partial ordering �' on its variables suhthat x �' y holds if and only if xC�y in ' but not yC�x in '. If x is unlabeledthen we de�ne the set on'(x) of variables onneted to x in ' as follows:on'(x) = fy j y is �' minimal with x �' ygIntuitively, a variable y is onneted to x if it is a \diret dominane hild" ofx. So for example, on'1(x) = fyg and on'1(y) = fzg for:'1 := xC�x ^ xC�y ^ xC�z ^ yC�z;De�nition 4. We all V � Vars(') a '-disjointness set if for any two distintvariables y1; y2 2 V , y1:?y2 not in '.The idea is that all variables in a '-disjointness set an safely be plaed atdisjoint positions in at least one of the trees solving '.Lemma 1. Let ' be D-saturated, x 2 Vars('). If V is a maximal '-disjointnessset in on'(x) then for all y 2 on'(x) there exists z 2 V suh that y=z in '.Proof. If y:?z not in ' for all z 2 V then fyg [ V is a disjointness set; thusy 2 V by maximality of V . Otherwise, there exists z 2 V suh that y:?z in '.Saturation of ' with respet to rules (Distr.NegDisj, Inter) yields yC�z in ' orzC�y in '. In both ases, it follows that z=y in ' sine z and y are both �'minimal elements in the set on'(x).Lemma 2 (Extension by Labeling). Every D-solved form ' with an unla-beled variable x an be extended to a D-solved form with stritly fewer unlabeledvariables, and in whih x is labeled.Proof. Let fx1; : : : ; xng be a maximal '-disjointness set inluded in on'(x). Letf be a funtion symbol of arity n in �, whih exists w.l.o.g. Otherwise, f anbe enoded from a onstant and a symbol of arity � 2 whose existene in � weassumed. We de�ne the following extension ext(') of ':ext(') =def ' ^ x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) ^^fxRz ^ zR�1x j C+ 2 R; xiC�z in '; 1 � i � ng ^ (1)^fyRz j ? 2 R; xiC�y in '; xjC�z in '; 1 � i6=j � ng (2)Note that x is labeled in ext(') sine x=x 2 ' by saturation under (Dom.Re).We have to verify that ext(') is D-solved, i.e. that none of the D-rules an beapplied to ext('). We give the proof only for two of the more omplex ases.8



1. (Distr.Child) annot be applied to x:f(x1; : : : ; xn): suppose xC�y in ' andonsider the ase yC�x not in '. Thus x �' y and there exists z 2 on'(x)with zC�y in '. Lemma 1 and the maximality of the '-disjointness setfx1; : : : ; xng yield xj=z in ' for some 1 � j � n. Thus, xjC�y in ' by(Dom.Trans) and (Distr.Child) annot be applied with xj . For all suh1 � i 6= j � n we an derive xi?y by (Lab.Dom, Disj, Inv), thus xi:C�y by(Inter) and (Distr.Child) annot be applied with xi either.2. (Inter) applies when R1 \ R2 � R, yR1z in ext('), and yR2z in ext('). Weprove yRz in ext(') for the ase where yR1z in ' and yR2z is ontributedto ext(') by (2). Thus, ? 2 R2 and there exists 1 � i6=j � n suh thatxiC�y in ' and xjC�z in '. It is suÆient to prove ? 2 R1 sine then? 2 R1 \ R2 � R whih implies yRz in '. We assume ? 62 R1 and de-rive a ontradition. If ? 62 R1 then R1 � f=;C+;B+g. Thus, weakeningyR1z in ' with (Inter) yields y:?z in '. Next, we an apply (Distr.NegDisj)whih proves either yC�z in ' or y:C�z in '.(a) If yC�z in ' then xiC�z in ' follows from (Dom.Trans) and xi:?xj in 'from (NegDisj). This ontradits our assumption that fx1; : : : ; xng is a'-disjointness set.(b) If y:C�z in ' then we have y:C�z in ' and y:?z in ' from whihon an derive yB�z in ' with (Inter) and zC�y in ' with (Inv). From(Dom.Trans) we derive xjC�y in '. Sine we already know xjC�y in 'we an apply (NegDisj) whih shows xi:?xj in '. But again, this on-tradits that fx1; : : : ; xng is a '-disjointness set. utProposition 5. Every D-solved form an be extended to a simple D-solved form.Proof. Let ' be D-solved. W.l.o.g., ' has a root variable, else we hoose a freshvariable x and onsider instead the D-solved extension ' ^ VfxRy ^ yR�1x jC+ 2 R; y 2 Vars(')g. By Lemma 2, we an suessively label all its variables.ut5 Constraint Programming with Finite SetsCurrent onstraint programming tehnology provides no support for our D-saturation algorithm. Instead, improving on [2℄, we reformulate the task of �nd-ing solutions of a tree desription as a onstraint satisfation problem solvable byonstraint programming [11, 6℄. In this setion, we de�ne our target language.Its propagation rules are given in Fig 12 and are used in proving orretnessof implementation. Distribution rules, however, are typially problem dependentand we assume that they an be programmatially stipulated by the appliation.Thus, the onrete solver of Setion 6 spei�es its distribution rules in Figure 13.Let � = f1 : : : �g be a �nite set of integers for some large pratial limit� suh as 134217726. We assume a set of integer variables with values in � andranged over by I and a set of set variables with values in 2� and ranged over byS. Integer and �nite set variables are also both denoted by X .9



B ::= false j X1=X2 j I 2 D j i 2 S j i 62 S (D � �)C ::= B j S1 \ S2=; j S3 � S1 [ S2 j C1 ^ C2 j C1 or C2Fig. 11. Finite Domain and Finite Set ConstraintsEquality: X1=X2 ^ B[Xj ℄  p B[Xk℄ fj; kg = f1; 2g (eq.subst)Finite domain integer onstraints:I 2 D1 ^ I 2 D2  p I 2 D1 \D2 (fd.onj)I 2 ;  p false (fd.lash)Finite sets onstraints:i 2 S ^ i 62 S  p false (fs.lash)S1 \ S2=; ^ i 2 Sj  p i 62 Sk fj; kg = f1; 2g (fs.disjoint)S3 � S1 [ S2 ^ i 62 S1 ^ i 62 S2  p i 62 S3 (fs.subset.neg)S3 � S1 [ S2 ^ i 2 S3 ^ i 62 Sj  p i 2 Sk fj; kg = f1; 2g (fs.subset.pos)Disjuntive propagators:B ^ C  ~p falseB ^ (C or C0)  p C0 B ^ C0  ~p falseB ^ (C or C0)  p C (ommit)Fig. 12. Propagation RulesThe abstrat syntax of our language is given in Fig 11. We distinguish be-tween basi onstraints B, diretly representable in the onstraint store, andnon-basi onstraints C ating as propagators and amplifying the store. Thedelarative semantis of these onstraints is obvious (given that C1 orC2 is inter-preted as disjuntion). We write � j= C if � is an assignment of integer variablesto integers and set variables to sets whih renders C true (where set operatorsand Boolean onnetives have the usual meaning).We use the following abbreviations: we write I 6=i for I 2 � n fig, S1 k S2for S1 \ S2=;, S=D for ^fi 2 S j i 2 Dg ^ fi 62 S j i 2 � n Dg, S1 � S2 forS1 � S2[S3^S3=;, and S = S1℄S2 for S1 k S2^S � S1[S2^S1 � S^S2 � SThe propagation rules  p for inferene in this language are summarized inFig 12. The expression C1 or C2 operates as a disjuntive propagator whih doesnot invoke any ase distintion. The propagation rules for disjuntive propaga-tors use the saturation relation  ~p indued by  p whih in turn is de�ned byreursion through  ~p . Clearly, all propagation rules are valid formulas whenseen as impliations or as impliations between impliations in ase of (ommit).6 Redution to Finite Set ConstraintsWe now redue dominane onstraints with set operators to �nite set onstraintsof the language introdued above. This redution yields a onrete implementa-tion of the abstrat dominane onstraint solver when realized in a onstraintprogramming system suh as [11, 6℄. 10



The underlying idea is to represent a literal xRy by a membership expressiony2R(x) where R(x) is a set variable denoting a �nite set of nodes in a tree.This idea is fairly general in that it does not depend on the partiular relationsinterpreting the relation symbols. Our enoding onsists of 3 parts:[['℄℄ = ^x2Vars(')A1(x) ^x;y2Vars(')A2(x; y) ^ B[['℄℄A1( � ) introdues a node representation per variable, A2( � ) axiomatizes the tree-ness of the relations between these nodes, and B[['℄℄ enodes the spei� restri-tions imposed by '. DownxEqxSidexUpx xRepresentation.When observed from a spei� nodex, the nodes of a solution tree (hene the variablesthat they interpret) are partitioned into 4 regions: xitself, all nodes above, all nodes below, and all nodes to the side. The main ideais to introdue orresponding set variables.Let max be the maximum onstrutor arity used in '. For eah formal vari-able x in ' we hoose a distint integer �x to represent it, and introdue 7 +max onstraint set variables written Eqx, Upx, Downx, Sidex, Equpx, Eqdownx,Parentx, Downix for 1 � i � max, and one onstraint integer variable Labelx.First we state that x = x: �x 2 Eqx (3)Eqx,Upx,Downx,Sidex enode the set of variables that are respetively equal,above, below, and to the side (i.e. disjoint) of x. Thus, posing I = f�x j x 2Vars(')g for the set of integers enoding Vars('), we have:I = Eqx ℄Downx ℄Upx ℄ SidexWe an improve propagation by introduing Eqdownx and Equpx as intermediateresults. This improvement is required by (Dom.Trans):I = Eqdownx ℄ Upx ℄ Sidex (4)I = Equpx ℄Downx ℄ Sidex (5) Eqdownx = Eqx ℄ Downx (6)Equpx = Eqx ℄ Upx (7)Downix enodes the set of variables in the subtree rooted at x's ith hild (emptyif there is no suh hild):Downx = ℄fDownix j 1 � i � maxg (8)We de�ne A1(x) as the onjuntion of the onstraints introdued above:A1(x) = (3) ^ (4) ^ (5) ^ (6) ^ (7)11



Wellformedness. Posing Rel = f=;C+;B+;?g. In a tree, the relationshipthat obtains between the nodes denoted by x and y must be one in Rel. Weintrodue an integer variable Cxy, alled a hoie variable, to expliitly representit and ontribute a well-formedness lause A3[[x r y℄℄ for eah r 2 Rel. Freelyindentifying the symbols in Rel with the integers 1,2,3,4, we write:A2(x; y) = Cxy 2 Rel ^^fA3[[x r y℄℄ j r 2 Relg (9)A3[[x r y℄℄ � D[[x r y℄℄ ^ Cxy = r or Cxy 6= r ^ D[[x :r y℄℄ (10)For all r 2 Rel, it remains to de�ne D[[xry℄℄ and D[[x:r y℄℄ enoding the relationsx r y and x :r y resp. by set onstraints on the representations of x and y.D[[x= y℄℄ = Eqx = Eqy ^ Upx = Upy ^ Downx = Downy ^ Sidex = Sidey^Eqdownx = Eqdowny ^ Equpx = Equpy^Parentx = Parenty ^ Labelx = Labely î Downix = DowniyD[[x := y℄℄ = Eqx k EqyD[[xC+ y℄℄ = Eqdowny � Downx ^ Equpx � Upy ^ Sidex � SideyD[[x :C+ y℄℄ = Eqx k Upy ^ Downx k EqyD[[x? y℄℄ = Eqdownx � Sidey ^ Eqdowny � SidexD[[x :? y℄℄ = Eqx k Sidey ^ Sidex k EqyProblem spei� onstraints. The third part B[['℄℄ of the translation formsthe additional problem-spei� onstraints that further restrit the admissibil-ity of wellformed solutions and only aept those that are models of '. Thetranslation is given by lauses (11,12,13).B[[' ^ '0℄℄ = B[['℄℄ ^ B[['0℄℄ (11)A pleasant onsequene of the introdution of hoie variables Cxy is that anydominane onstraint x R y an be translated as a restrition on the possiblevalues of Cxy. For example, xC�y an be enoded as Cxy 2 f1; 2g. More generally:B[[x R y℄℄ = Cxy 2 R (12)Finally the labelling onstraint x : f(y1 : : : yn) requires a more omplex treat-ment. For eah onstrutor f we hoose a distint integer �f to enode it.B[[x : f(y1 : : : yn)℄℄ = Labelx = �f ^j=maxj=n+1 Downjx = ;^j=nj=1 Parentyj = Eqx ^ Downjx = Eqdownyj ^Upyj = Equpx (13)De�nition of The Conrete Solver. For eah problem ' we de�ne a searhstrategy spei�ed by the distribution rules of Figure 13. These rules orrespondpreisely to (Distr.Child, Distr.NegDisj) of algorithm-D and are to be appliedin the same non-deterministi fashion. Posing  =  p [  d, we de�ne ouronrete solver as the non-deterministi saturation ~ indued by and write'1  ~ '2 to mean that '2 is in a  ~ saturation of '1. While the abstratsolver left this point open, in order to avoid unneessary hoies, we furtherrequire that a  d step be taken only if no  p step is possible.12



Cxy 2 f=;C+g  d Cxiy 2 f=;C+g _ Cxiy 62 f=;C+g for x:f(x1; : : : ; xn) in 'Cxy 6=?  d Cxy 2 f=;C+g _ Cxy 62 f=;C+gFig. 13. Problem spei� distribution rules7 Proving Corretness of ImplementationWe now prove that [['℄℄ ombined with the searh strategy de�ned above yieldsa sound and omplete solver for '. Completeness is demonstrated by showingthat the onrete solver obtained by [['℄℄ provides at least as muh propagationas spei�ed by the rules of algorithm D, i.e. whenever xRy is in a!~ saturationof ' then Cxy 2 R is in a  ~ saturation of [['℄℄.Theorem 2. [['℄℄ is satis�able i� ' is satis�able.This follows from Propositions 6 and 7 below.Proposition 6. if ' is satis�able then [['℄℄ is satis�able.We show how to onstrut a model � of [['℄℄ from a model (M� ; �) of '. We de�nethe variable assignment � as follows: �(Upx) = f�y j �(y)C+�(x)g and similarlyfor Eqx;Downx;Sidex;Eqdownx;Equpx, �(Parentx) = f�y j 9k �(y)k = �(x)g,�(Downkx) = f�y j �(y) B� �(x)kg, �(Labelx) = �L� (�(x)) and �(Cxy) = R if�(x) R �(y) in M� . We have that if (M� ; �) j= ' then � j= [['℄℄.Proposition 7. if [['℄℄ is satis�able, then ' is satis�able.We prove this by reading a D-solved form o� a model � of [['℄℄.'0 � ' ^ x̂;y R̂0�Rx R0 y where R = �(Cxy)'0 is a D-solved form ontaining ': all relationships between variables are fullyresolved and all their generalizations have been added. The only possibility isthat D-rules might derive a ontradition. However, if '0 !~p false then [['0℄℄ ~pfalse (Lemma 4) whih would ontradit the existene of a solution �. Therefore'0 is a O-solved form and ' is satis�able.We distinguish propagation and distribution rules; in algorithm D they arewritten !p and !d, and in our onrete solver  p and  d. We write '00 4 '0for '00 is stronger than '0 and de�ne it as the smallest relation that holds ofatomi onstraints and suh that false 4 false and x R y 4 x R0 y i� R � R0.Proposition 8 (Stronger Propagation). For eah rule '!p '0 of algorithmD, there exists '00 4 '0 suh that [['℄℄ ~p [['00℄℄.The proof tehnique follows this pattern: eah '0 is of the form x R y and wehoose '00 = xR0y whereR0 � R. Assume [['℄℄ as a premise. Show that [['℄℄^C  ~pfalse. Notie that a lause C or C0 is introdued by [['℄℄ as required by (10). ThusC0 follows by (ommit). Then show that [['℄℄ ^ C0  ~p [['00℄℄. For want of spae,we inlude here only the proof for rule (NegDisj).13



Lemma 3. [[x C� y℄℄ ~p �y 2 Eqdownx (proof omitted)Proposition 9. [[xC� z ^ y C� z℄℄ ~p [[x :? y℄℄Proof. From the premises [[x C� z℄℄ and [[y C� z℄℄, i.e. Cxz 2 f=;C+g and Cyz 2f=;C+g, we must show [[x :? y℄℄ i.e. Cxy 6=?. By Lemma 3 we obtain �z 2Eqdownx and �z 2 Eqdowny. Sine I = Eqdowny ℄ Upy ℄ Sidey, we have �z 62Sidey. Now onsider the non-basi onstraint Eqdownx � Sidey whih ours inD[[x ? y℄℄: from �z 2 Eqdownx it infers �z 2 Sidey whih ontradits �z 62 Sidey.Therefore, the well-formedness lause D[[x?y℄℄^Cxy = ? or Cxy 6=?^D[[x:?y℄℄infers its right alternative by rule (ommit). Hene Cxy 6=? utLemma 4. (1) if ' !~p '0, then there exists '00 4 '0 suh that [['℄℄  ~p [['00℄℄.(2) if '!~p '1 and '1 !d '2, then there exists '01 4 '1 suh that [['℄℄ ~p [['01℄℄and [['01℄℄ d [['2℄℄.(1) follows from Proposition 8, and (2) from (1) and the fat that the onretedistribution rules preisely orrespond to those of algorithm D.Proposition 10 (Simulation). The onrete solver simulates the abstrat solver:if '!~ '0 then there exists '00 4 '0 suh that [['℄℄ ~ [['00℄℄.Follows from Lemma 4.Theorem 3. (1) every  ~ saturation of [['℄℄ orresponds to a D-solved form of' and (2) for every D-solved form of ' there is a orresponding  ~ saturationof [['℄℄.(1) from Proposition 10. (2) Consider a  ~ saturation of [['℄℄. As in Propo-sition 7, we an onstrut a D-solved form '0 of ' by reading o� the urrentdomains of the hoie variables Cxy. If '0 was not D-solved, then !~ ouldinfer a new fat, but then by Proposition 10 so ould  ~ and it would not be asaturation.8 ConlusionIn this paper, we extended dominane onstraints by admitting set operators.Set operators introdue a ontrolled form of disjuntion and negation that isless expressive than general Boolean onnetives and remains espeially well-suited for onstraint propagation. On the basis of this extension we presentedtwo solvers: one abstrat, one onrete.The design of the abstrat solver is arefully informed by the needs of prati-al appliations: it stipulates inferene rules required for eÆiently solving dom-inane onstraints ourring in these appliations. The rules take full advantageof the extra expressivity a�orded by set operators. We proved the abstrat solversound and omplete and that its distribution strategy improves over [2℄ and mayavoid an exponential number of hoie points. This improvement arues fromadmitting less expliit solved forms while preserving soundness.14



Elaborating on the tehnique �rst presented in [2℄, the onrete solver real-izes the desired onstraint propagation by redution to onstraint programmingusing set onstraints. We proved that the onrete solver faithfully simulates theabstrat one, and thereby shed new light on the soure of its observed prati-al e�etiveness. The onrete solver has been implemented in the onurrentonstraint programming language Oz [10℄, performs eÆiently in pratial appli-ations to semanti underspei�ation, and produes smaller searh trees thanthe solver of [2℄.Referenes1. R. Bakofen, J. Rogers, and K. Vijay-Shanker. A �rst-order axiomatization of thetheory of �nite trees. Journal of Logi, Language, and Information, 4:5{39, 1995.2. D. Duhier and C. Gardent. A onstraint-based treatment of desriptions. In Int.Workshop on Computational Semantis, Tilburg, 1999.3. D. Duhier and S. Thater. Parsing with tree desriptions: a onstraint-based ap-proah. In Int. Workshop on Natural Language Understanding and Logi Program-ming, Las Crues, New Mexio, 1999.4. M. Egg, J. Niehren, P. Ruhrberg, and F. Xu. Constraints over lambda-strutures insemanti underspei�ation. In Joint Conf. COLING/ACL, pages 353{359, 1998.5. C. Gardent and B. Webber. Desribing disourse semantis. In Proeedings of the4th TAG+ Workshop, Philadelphia, 1998.6. C. Gervet. Interval propagation to reason about sets: De�nition and implementa-tion of a pratial language. Constraints, 1(3):191{244, 1997.7. A. Koller, K. Mehlhorn, and J. Niehren. A polynomial-time fragment of domi-nane onstraints. Tehnial report, Programming Systems Lab, Universit�at desSaarlandes, Apr. 2000. Submitted.8. A. Koller, J. Niehren, and R. Treinen. Dominane onstraints: Algorithms andomplexity. In Logial Aspets of Comp. Linguistis 98, 2000. To appear in LNCS.9. M. P. Marus, D. Hindle, and M. M. Flek. D-theory: Talking about talking abouttrees. In 21st ACL, pages 129{136, 1983.10. Mozart. The mozart programming system. http://www.mozart-oz.org/.11. T. M�uller and M. M�uller. Finite set onstraints in Oz. In F. Bry, B. Freitag,and D. Seipel, editors, 13. Workshop Logishe Programmierung, pages 104{115,Tehnishe Universit�at M�unhen, 1997.12. R. Muskens. Order-Independene and Underspei�ation. In J. Groenendijk, edi-tor, Ellipsis, Underspei�ation, Events and More in Dynami Semantis. DYANADeliverable R.2.2.C, 1995.13. O. Rambow, K. Vijay-Shanker, and D. Weir. D-tree grammars. In Proeedings ofACL'95, pages 151{158, MIT, Cambridge, 1995.14. J. Rogers and K. Vijay-Shanker. Reasoning with desriptions of trees. In AnnualMeeting of the Assoiation for Comp. Linguistis (ACL), 1992.15. J. W. Thather and J. B. Wright. Generalized �nite automata theory with anappliation to a deision problem of seond-order logi. Mathematial SystemsTheory, 2(1):57{81, August 1967.16. W. Thomas. Automata on In�nite Objets. In J. v. Leeuwen, editor, Handbook ofTheoretial Computer Siene, Formal Models and Semantis, volume B, hapter 4,pages 133{191. The MIT Press, 1990.17. K. Vijay-Shanker. Using desriptions of trees in a tree adjoining grammar. Com-putational Linguistis, 18:481{518, 1992.15



A Corretness of ImplementationThe proof of orretness of implementation relies on showing that the onretesolver simulates the abstrat solver. Abstrat rules are either of the form '!pfalse (Clash rule) or ' !p x R y (all other rules). In the �rst ase we showthat [['℄℄  � false and in the other ases that [['℄℄  � [[x R0 y℄℄ where R0 � R.In other words, we prove that the onrete solver provides as muh or strongerpropagation than the abstrat solver.For every rule ' !p x R y, it is the ase that x; y 2 Vars('). Therefore,posing: A(') = ^x2Vars(')A1(x) ^x;y2Vars(')A2(x; y)we have A(x R y) � A('). Thus, in order to show that [['℄℄  p [[x R0 y℄℄, whereR0 � R, we only need prove that [['℄℄ p B[[x R0 y℄℄.Our proofs are in natural dedution style and presented in a tabular formatin 3 olumns; left: the formula, enter: its justi�ation, right: a line name. Aname of the form (j ` o) introdues the name (o) but also expliitly reords thefat that it was derived from the non-disharged assumption (j).(Clash) x ; y ! falseCxy 2 ; Premise [[x ; y℄℄ (a)false (a) (fd.lash) �(Dom.Re) xC� x�x 2 Eqx (3) (a)Eqx k Eqx Assumption (b)false (a) (b) (b ` )D[[x := x℄℄ ~p false () (b ` d)D[[x= x℄℄ ^ Cxx = = or Cxx 6== ^D[[x := x℄℄ (10) (e)Cxx = = (d) (e) �(Dom.Trans) xC� y ^ y C� z ! xC� zCxy 2 f=;C+g Premise [[xC� y℄℄ (a)Cyz 2 f=;C+g Premise [[y C� z℄℄ (b)D[[y C+ x℄℄ ^ Cxy = B+ or Cxy 6=B+ ^D[[y :C+ x℄℄ (10) ()D[[y :C+ x℄℄ i.e. Eqy k Upx ^ Downy k Eqx (a) () (ommit) (d)D[[x? y℄℄ ^ Cxy = ? or Cxy 6=?^D[[x :? y℄℄ (10) (e)D[[x :? y℄℄ i.e. Eqx k Sidey ^ Sidex k Eqy (a) (e) (ommit) (f)D[[z C+ y℄℄ ^ Cyz = B+ or Cyz 6=B+ ^D[[z :C+ y℄℄ (10) (g)D[[z :C+ y℄℄ i.e. Eqz k Upy ^ Downz k Eqy (b) (g) (ommit) (h)D[[y ? z℄℄ ^ Cyz = ? or Cyz 6=?^D[[y :? z℄℄ (10) (i)D[[y :? z℄℄ i.e. Eqy k Sidez ^ Sidey k Eqz (b) (i) (ommit) (j)ontinued on next page16



ontinued from previous page�y 2 Eqy (3) (k)�y 62 Upx �y 62 Sidex �y 62 Downz �y 62 Sidez (d) (f) (g) (j) (k) (l)I = Eqdownx ℄ Upx ℄ Sidex (4) (m)�y 2 Eqdownx (l) (m) (n)D[[z C+ x℄℄ i.e. Eqdownx � Downz Assumption (o)false (o) (n) (l) (o ` p)D[[z C+ x℄℄ ~p false (p) (o ` q)D[[z C+ x℄℄ ^ Cxz = B+ or Cxz 6=B+ ^D[[z :C+ x℄℄ (10) (r)Cxz 6=B+ (r) (q) (ommit) (s)D[[x :? z℄℄ i.e. Eqdownx � Sidez Assumption (t)false (t) (n) (l) (t ` u)D[[x :? z℄℄ ~p false (u) (t ` v)D[[x? z℄℄ ^ Cxz = ? or Cxz 6=?^D[[x :? z℄℄ (10) (w)Cxz 6=? (w) (v) (ommit) (x)Cxz 2 f=;C+g (s) (x) �(Eq.Deom) x : f(x1; : : : ; xn) ^ y : f(y1; : : : ; yn) ^ x= y ! xi = yi[[x= y℄℄ i.e. Cxy = = Premise (a)[[x : f(x1; : : : ; xn)℄℄ i.e. Downix = Eqdownxi Premise (b)[[y : f(y1; : : : ; yn)℄℄ i.e. Downiy = Eqdownyi Premise ()D[[x= y℄℄ ^ Cxy = = or Cxy 6== ^D[[x := y℄℄ (10) (d)D[[x= y℄℄ i.e. Downix = Downiy (d) (a) (ommit)(e)Eqdownxi = Eqdownyi (e) (b) () (f)�xi 2 Eqxi (3) (g)�xi 2 Eqdownxi (g) (6) (h)�xi 2 Eqdownyi (h) (f) (i)�xi 2 Equpxi (g) (7) (j)I = Equpxi ℄ Downxi ℄ Sidexi (5) (k)�xi 62 Downxi (j) (k) (l)Eqdownyi � Downxi Assumption (m)�xi 2 Downxi (m) (i) (m ` n)false (l) (m) (m ` o)D[[xi C+ yi℄℄ ~p false (o) (m ` p)D[[xi C+ yi℄℄ ^ Cxiyi = C+ or Cxiyi 6=C+ ^D[[xi :C+ yi℄℄ (10) (q)D[[xi :C+ yi℄℄ i.e. Downxi k Eqyi (q) (p) (ommit) (r)�yi 2 Eqyi (3) (s)�yi 2 Eqdownyi (s) (6) (t)�yi 2 Eqdownxi (t) (f) (u)�yi 62 Downxi (s) (r) (v)�yi 2 Eqxi (u) (v) (w)Eqxi k Eqyi Assumption (x)ontinued on next page
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ontinued from previous pagefalse (s) (w) (x) (x ` y)D[[xi := yi℄℄ ~p false (y) (x ` z1)D[[xi = yi℄℄ ^ Cxiyi = = or Cxiyi 6== ^D[[xi := yi℄℄ (10) (z2)Cxiyi = = (z1) (z2) (ommit) �(Lab.Ineq) x : f(: : :) ^ y : g(: : :) ! x := y if f 6=g[[x : f(: : :)℄℄ i.e. Labelx = �f Premise (a)[[y : g(: : :)℄℄ i.e. Labely = �g Premise (b)Labelx = Labely Assumption ()false () f 6=g ( ` d)D[[x= y℄℄ ~p false (d) ( ` e)D[[x= y℄℄ ^ Cxy = = or Cxy 6== ^D[[x := y℄℄ (10) (f)Cxy 6== (e) (f) (ommit) �(Lab.Disj) x : f(: : : xi : : : xj : : :) ! xi ? xj[[x : f(: : : xi : : : xj : : :)℄℄ i.e. Downix = Eqdownxi Premise (a)[[x : f(: : : xi : : : xj : : :)℄℄ i.e. Downjx = Eqdownxj Premise (b)[[x : f(: : : xi : : : xj : : :)℄℄ i.e. Upxj = Equpx Premise ()�xi 2 Eqxi (3) (d)�xi 2 Eqdownxi (d) (6) (e)�xi 2 Downix (e) (a) (f)Downx = ℄kDownkx (8) (g)�xi 62 Downix (g) (f) (h)�xi 62 Eqdownxj (h) (b) (i)�xi 2 Downx (g) (f) (j)I = Equpx ℄ Downx ℄ Sidex (5) (k)�xi 62 Equpx (j) (k) (l)�xi 62 Upxj (l) () (m)I = Eqdownxj ℄ Upxj ℄ Sidexj (4) (n)�xi 2 Sidexj (n) (i) (m) (o)Eqxi k Sidexj Assumption (p)false (p) (d) (o) (p ` q)D[[xi :? xj ℄℄ ~p false (q) (p ` r)D[[xi ? xj ℄℄ ^ Cxixj = ? or Cxixj 6=?^D[[xi :? xj ℄℄ (10) (s)Cxixj = ? (s) (r) (ommit) �(Lab.Dom) x : f(: : : yi : : :) ! xC+ yi[[x : f(: : : yi : : :)℄℄ i.e. Upyi = Equpx Premise (a)�x 2 Eqx (3) (b)�x 2 Equpx (b) (7) ()�x 2 Upyi () (a) (d)Eqx k Upyi Assumption (e)ontinued on next page18
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